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Every KOI needs ground follow-up for confirmation and characterization

Kepler high-resolution follow-ups

Confirm no other sources Correct the derived 
planetary radius

Identify astrophysical
false positives

Kepler discovers ~4000 planetary candidate hosts



Kepler high-resolution follow-ups
10-35% false positive rate (Morton & Johnson 2011; Santerne et al. 2011) >15% have underestimated radii (secondary sources in aperture)Conventional LGS-AO system (10-20 min overhead/target): 40-50 KOIs/nightCommunity has risen to the challenge, observing ~45% of targets

Howell+	2011,	Lillo-Box+	2012,	2014,	Horch+	2012,	2014,	Adams+	
2012,	2013,	Dressing+	2014,	Wang+	2015abc,	EvereC+	2015,	
Gilliland+	2015,	CarFer+	2015,	Kraus+	2016,	Furlan+	2017a,		
Hirsch+	2017,	etc.	

Kepler discovers ~4000 planetary candidate hosts



Robo-AO:
Fast and efficient 
LGS-AO observations
Fully robotic LGS-AO in the visible

Sub-minute observing overheads

~250 KOIs observed a night

Diffraction limited on majority
of KOIs (V<17)

		

KiC	Peak	2.1m	 Baranec,	Riddle,	Law,	et	al.,	ApJL,	790,	L8	(2014)		



More than half of KOIs have only been observed in high-resolution with Robo-AO

Robo-AO KOI Survey
Robo-AO has observed 3857 KOIs



Robo-AO KOI Survey

1.41”
Δm=2.23 mag

~20”	

~25”	 Bryson	et	al.	2013	Ziegler	et	al.	2017	



Nearby stars to planetary candidates

6	
614 stars around 3857 Kepler

 planetary candidate hosts 



roboaokepler.org



Keck-AO	

		

Ziegler+,	in	prep.	

Robo-AO	

120 low-significance nearby stars to KOIs followed up with Keck/Gemini

Nearby stars to planetary candidates

Deep NIR imaging detected additional faint nearby stars to ~10% of these KOIs

Trade-off of detection sensitivity (with respect to Kraus+ 16, Furlan+ 17a, etc.)
for comprehensiveness 



Rocky, habitable zone planets

Ziegler et al. (2017)

26 candidate rocky, 
habitable-zone planets 
with nearby stars
11 nearby stars are likely associated

8 planets are now more likely to not be 
rocky

roboaokepler.org



AAS	2016	–	Carl	Ziegler	~10%	of	Robo-AO	KOI	survey	



Stellar multiplicity and planetary systems 		

PerturbaFons	from	third	body	drive	orbital	migraFon	
(Fabrycky+	2011;	Katz+	2012;	Noaz+	2012)	

roboaokepler.org



		

Ziegler	et	al.,	AJ	153,	66	(2017)		

ρ≤2.5”	3857 candidate planets1628 confirmed planets

Binaries may lead to hot Jupiters

roboaokepler.org



Association of nearby stars 


Ziegler+,	in	prep.	

Many of these nearby stars are not bound, but line of sight asterisms 

roboaokepler.org



Association of nearby stars 


Ziegler+,	in	prep.	

Association probabilities as a function of separation estimated from 
Galactic stellar models (TRILEGAL, Girardi+ 2005), similar to Horch+ 
2014

Simulated Kepler field

roboaokepler.org



Ziegler+,	in	prep.	

Likely not 
bound (but 
still affect 
radius 
estimates)

Likely 
bound

Many 
undetected 
stars
~300 expected 
unbound stars 
within 4” of 
KOIs



Observed stellar density 


~320 expected unbound stars within 4” of KOIs
Ziegler+,	in	prep.	roboaokepler.org



Characterization of nearby stars
Robo-AO allows us to perform multi-band imaging to access association 
of every planetary system with a nearby star

Robo-AO KP visible (Ziegler+, in prep) plus Palomar PHARO NIR (Furlan+ 2017)

G1	

M2		

KOI-6600	
0.69±0.25	R�	
2.7	day	orbit	

Δmr’=5.91  Δmi’=5.19  Δmz’=4.45  ΔmJ=3.60  ΔmK=3.05

 
roboaokepler.org Isochrones	(Morton	2015),	SEDs	(Kraus	&	Hillenbrand	2007)	



Association of nearby stars
Photometric observational evidence: most stars >1” are unbound

Atkinson+ 2017
   (104 KOIs)

Hirsch+ 2017
   (176 KOIs)

Ziegler+ (in prep)
   (157 KOIs)



		

ρ≤2.5”	
Candidate	planets	with		
nearby	stars	<2.5”	from	host	
1628	confirmed	planets	Confirmed	planets	with		
likely	bound	nearby	stars	

Hot Jupiters are ~4x more likely to have a nearby stellar companions (~2.5σ)

Binaries may lead to hot Jupiters

roboaokepler.org

Confirmed	planets	with		
likely	unbound	nearby	stars	



Stellar multiplicity and planetary systems 		

Dynamical	interacFons	between	small	and	large	planets	
are	thought	to	differenFally	eject	smaller	planets	(Xie+	2014)	

roboaokepler.org



Stellar multiplicity and planetary systems 		

Nearby	star	may	Flt	mutual	inclinaFons	of	planets	
	(Wang+	2014;	Batygin	2012)	

Single transiting planet systems are thought to have more 
nearby stars than multiple transiting planet systems

roboaokepler.org



Robo-AO KOI Survey
Nearby	star	fracFon	of	single	and	mulFple	transiFng	planet	systems	

		

3857	candidate	planet	systems	1628	confirmed	planet	systems	Confirmed	planets	with	likely	bound	
nearby	stars	

Ziegler+,	in	prep.	Ziegler+	2017	

roboaokepler.org



Robo-AO KOI Survey
KOIs	numbered	>5000	are	less	likely	to	have	nearby	stars	

		

Ziegler	et	al.,	AJ	153,	66	(2017)	

16.9%	
10.2%	

Kepler	planet	
veong	roboFcized	
(Mullally	et	al.	
2015)	

roboaokepler.org



KIC control sample 		

Ziegler+,	in	prep.	roboaokepler.org

Robo-AO	observed	~1200	KICs	without	transit	events	(control	sample)	Nearby	star	fracFon	of	KICs	(15.1±1.2%)	consistent	with	KOIs	(14.6±.6%)		



~4000 high-resolution KOI observations with 
Robo-AO, ~600 contaminating nearby stars

Hot Jupiters are more likely than other types 
of planets to be in a binary system

Single and multi-planet systems show 
little difference in binary star rates

Robo-AO network will be able to observe 
and characterize transiting planets 
discovered from future all-sky missions

Ziegler+,	SPIE	9909	2016	roboaokepler.org



KOIs are similar to field stars
KOIs	with	lower	metallicity	have	a	slightly	higher	nearby	star	fracFon	

		

Ziegler+,	in	prep.	

CKS	stellar	parameters	(Johnson+	2017)	

Field stars: 2σ anti-correlation between 
metallicity and binary fraction
(Grether & Lineweaver 2007)

Likely 
associated 
stars

roboaokepler.org



KOIs follow trend of multiplicity correlating with Teff (Duchêne & Kraus 2013)

		

Ziegler+,	in	prep.	

CKS	stellar	parameters	(Johnson+	2017)	

KOIs are similar to field stars

Likely 
associated 
stars

roboaokepler.org



KOI-5327	

Planets in multiple star systems
		

Ziegler	et	al.,	AJ	153,	66	(2017)	roboaokepler.org



Planets in multiple star systems
		

Ziegler+,	in	prep.	

Likely	associated	

Likely	not	associated	

1.35	R�	and	1.53	R�		
planet	system	

roboaokepler.org



Observed stellar density 


The	observed	stellar	density	of	the	Kepler	field	can	be	
esFmated	from	the	Robo-AO	full	frame	images	

KOI	
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